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Saturday night sawamong other things the end ofof
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another Freshman classs bowing low to Sammy Rices gravengraven
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This fall saw the reinstateof
ment of owlbowing as part ofWiess
the Freshmen programs of WiessleastHanszen and Baker at least
vain
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finitely without coercionnot
IP WILL RICE men do notIF
encouragedhave dates they are encouraged
same
to bow to Sammy in the sameare
way that other freshmen areexpected toto
speaking
IIanszenite speakingA loyal Hanszenite
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up in favor of obligatory owlare
To say You arebowing said
simply
obliged to do this is simplyEvery
another way of saying Everyto
one in this college
collelfe is going toissue1issueissue1
stand together on this Issueissue
rules
all the majority rulesAfter aU
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and If the majority is for owlthe
bowing or for anything else theto
minority should be willing toanarchy
choose compliance over anarchyhis
DEFINITELY backing hisRice
presidents stand a Will Ricethings
Some thingsfreshman said
Any
matter more than others Anydate
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what is for some of us ungentleconductmanly conduct
opinionsditfering opinions
In spite of differing
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Rice football
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